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APPOINTING LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, TRANSGENDER AND QUEER JUDGES IN THE TRUMP ADMINISTRATION

CARL TOBIAS*

President Donald Trump incessantly brags that American citizens selected him to “Make the Judiciary Great Again” and constantly reminds the public that the huge number of federal jurists whom Trump has appointed will be deciding cases decades after his tenure is over. Trump has rapidly submitted many circuit and district court candidates, but not one of his 123 nominees has been openly lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender or queer (LGBTQ). The White House has also instituted endeavors, specifically regarding transgender people, which seem discriminatory. Indeed, a third of the judicial nominees whom the President has appointed have compiled anti-LGBTQ records. Because Trump pledged to diligently represent all citizens once he secured the presidency, seating diverse jurists assumes crucial relevance. Because of this promise and the significant discrimination that individuals within the LGBTQ community experience, the complete absence of LGBTQ nominees in Trump’s candidates and confirmees warrants systematic analysis.

The first section of this essay reviews why enhanced diversity is critical, ascertaining that expanding minority representation improves judicial decision-making, restricts biases that can undercut justice, and enlarges public confidence in the federal bench. It also recounts how contemporary administrations examine diversity related to LGBTQ candidates when tendering judicial nominees, and detects that all Presidents who followed George H.W. Bush (save George W.) confirmed LGBTQ judges, even though considerably fewer LGBTQ attorneys practiced during the 1990s. The second portion scrutinizes President Trump’s judicial appointments record, and the third surveys its consequences. Because the absolute lack of LGBTQ jurists can have detrimental effects, and considering that Trump possesses multiple years still to rectify this dearth, the concluding section posits suggestions that could help to increase the number of LGBTQ individuals nominated and confirmed for the federal bench.

* Williams Chair in Law, University of Richmond School of Law. I wish to thank Margaret Sanner for valuable suggestions, Jane Baber and Emily Benedict for valuable research and editing, the Washington University Law Review editors, especially the Commentaries Editor Jacob Seiden, for exceptional editing, Leslee Stone for excellent processing, as well as Russell Williams and the Hunton Williams Summer Endowment Fund for generous, continuing support. Remaining errors are mine.
I. A SHORT HISTORY OF FEDERAL COURT DIVERSIFICATION

Modern Presidents and upper chambers employ similar general nomination and confirmation procedures. They also carefully assess the effects of increasing minority court representation, although Democratic and Republican chief executives and senators often evaluate the value of such effects quite differently. For instance, most Democratic Presidents and senators champion diversity’s advantages, considered below, while numerous Republican Presidents and senators are more often concerned with intelligence, industriousness, character, independence, and balanced judicial temperament, and with nominating and confirming candidates with strong conservative ideological perspectives.

A. The Selection Process

The White House Counsel has the lead responsibility for appointments. The Department of Justice (DOJ) coordinates integral selection and confirmation obligations, primarily by analyzing choices recommended by home state lawmakers or White House staff and preparing individuals who receive nominations for hearings. The Senate Judiciary Committee fulfills duties throughout the confirmation process, mainly by evaluating nominees and staging panel hearings. Legislators from states with vacancies principally identify, recruit, and recommend strong possibilities and introduce nominees to colleagues.

B. Diversity’s Benefits

Enhancing minority representation offers numerous and important benefits. LGBTQ, ethnic minority, and female jurists afford knowledgeable and constructive “outsider” points of view and salient perspectives respecting crucial questions involving alleged discrimination in military, educational, and civilian institutions and workplaces.1 The individuals provide valuable insight into the innumerable daunting questions that judges regularly confront.2 They help restrict various sexual orientation, ethnic, and gender prejudices that can operate to subvert justice’s delivery.3


3. See, e.g., U.S. COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT, FINAL REPORT: NINTH CIRCUIT TASK FORCE ON RACIAL, RELIGIOUS AND ETHNIC FAIRNESS (1997); FED. JUDICIAL CENTER, REPORT
confirmation of diverse jurists will help not only to enhance the quality of the justice which the federal judicial system administers, but also to showcase the highly-qualified, mainstream candidates who are present within the LGBTQ community.4

Because many of President Trump’s legal efforts have not been inclusive—indeed, numerous observers have even deemed certain of his endeavors discriminatory—nominating and confirming LGBTQ jurists assumes critical significance. Consider, for example, Justice Department actions concerning marriage equality. The United States government favored a baker’s plea that the Supreme Court Justices reverse a determination which imposed the requirement that he serve gay partners.5 When the Texas Supreme Court held that Obergefell allowed localities to not pay same-sex couples pertinent spousal benefits, the DOJ eschewed asking that the U.S. Justices decide the case.6

Trump has vigorously opposed the recognition of rights for transgender individuals. In 2017, the President attempted to alter Obama Administration policies which supported transgender peoples’ military service, a controversial action that district court jurists preliminarily enjoined.7 Similarly, in 2017 the Department of Justice and the Department of Education (DOE) retracted Obama-era secondary public school guidance prescribing current (and not birth) gender identity as the touchstone for treating students’ circumstances, claiming that the stricture lacked sufficient legal justification.8 Peculiarly crucial was the contention by numerous

---


individuals and groups engaged in monitoring civil rights that the records of many Trump nominees and confirmees “demonstrate hostility” to the LGBTQ community—a contention that is both chilling and revealing.9

Observers who criticize efforts to designate additional LGBTQ lawyers for judicial service contend that augmenting representation could dilute merit, as the candidate “pool” is tiny, and that America currently lacks sufficient ideologically conservative nominees.10 These suppositions are less convincing today than ever—burgeoning LGBTQ prospects are superb, conservative aspirants.11

C. Diversifying Federal Courts

The records of contemporary Democratic and Republican Presidents highlight the difficulties entailed in realizing greater federal bench diversity in terms of sexual orientation, ethnicity, and gender. Before Jimmy Carter’s presidency, the circuit and district courts included few ethnic minorities and women.12 President Carter adopted sound practices in naming strong persons of color and women to circuit court judgeships13 and requesting that lawmakers supply plentiful talented minority attorneys when district court slots opened.14 Although Carter appointed numerous people of color and women to the circuit and trial courts, he failed to recommend a sole LGBTQ nominee.15

11. See infra notes 43–49, 52 and accompanying text.
12. See generally Elliot E. Slotnick, Lowering the Bench or Raising it Higher?: Affirmative Action and Judicial Selection During the Carter Administration, 1 Yale L. & Pol’y Rev. 270 (1983); see also Goldman, supra note 10, at 233–34; Tracey E. George, Court Fixing, 43 Ariz. L. Rev. 9 (2001).
15. He confirmed 41 women and 52 ethnic minorities, including the first Native American, Frank Howell Seay; Sheldon Goldman, Reagan’s Judicial Legacy: Completing the Puzzle and Summing Up, 72 Judicature 318, 322 (1989).
The Grand Old Party (GOP) Presidents who succeeded Carter undertook negligible efforts to seat LGBTQ picks. President Ronald Reagan, for example, declared that his administration would nominate and confirm exceptionally conservative aspirants, rejected President Carter’s diversity approach, conducted extremely limited activity to canvass minorities, and failed to confirm one single LGBTQ jurist. The senior President George Bush vowed to follow Reagan’s selection procedures, demonstrated de minimis initiative to foster the appointment of minorities, and did not choose a sole LGBTQ person for a seat on the bench. His son’s appointments regime was similarly deficient.

In contrast, modern Democratic Presidents have developed rigorous concepts to nominate and confirm many knowledgeable, mainstream minority attorneys. President Bill Clinton assertively encouraged numbers of home state politicians to forward myriad superb, diverse candidates. In 1994, the chief executive recruited, named, and confirmed Deborah Batts, the first lesbian appointed to the federal bench, where she remained the only sitting LGBTQ judge until Barack Obama’s Administration.

D. The Obama Administration

President Barack Obama—who comprehensively promoted sexual preference, ethnic, gender, and experiential representation—deserves closer investigation, because the efforts that his administration made to increase the diversity of the bench were comparatively recent and very successful. Obama’s practices included contacting less traditional sources

20. George, supra note 12, at 10–11; Sheldon Goldman & Elliot Slotnick, Clinton’s Second Term Judiciary: Picking Judges Under Fire, 82 Judicature 265, 266-67 (1999); see also Sheldon Goldman et al., Clinton’s Judges - Summing up the Legacy, 84 Judicature 228 (2001).
21. He established contemporary records, confirming 106 women and 91 ethnic minorities. See sources cited supra note 20.
22. Of 1400 federal jurists, Judge Batts was the sole lesbian and Judge Seay the only Native American. See supra notes 15, 21.
24. Gregory Craig, Letter from Gregory Craig, White House Counsel, to President Barack Obama (Nov. 13, 2009); see Tobias, supra note 10.
(such as LGBTQ, minority, and women’s political, interest, and bar committees) and nominating and confirming astute LGBTQ choices and many strong people of color. Under President Obama’s direction, the White House solicited assistance from numerous well-connected politicians, including LGBTQ, minority and female elected officials, while also cajoling and urging home state officers to institute thorough efforts which ensured the consistent tendering of numerous impressive, mainstream, and diverse prospects.

At the same time, legislators examined and suggested numerous qualified minority candidates. Pertinent to initiatives respecting LGBTQ aspirants were endeavors of New York Democratic Senators Chuck Schumer and Kirsten Gillibrand, who mustered Paul Oetken and Alison Nathan for the Southern District of New York, and also recruited Pamela Ki Mai Chen in the Eastern District. Notably, at that time, Oetken was the initial gay trial jurist, and Nathan and Chen were the only lesbian active judges. Moreover, Texas Republican Senators John Cornyn and Ted Cruz sought out and powerfully favored Robert Pitman, while California Democratic Senators Dianne Feinstein and Barbara Boxer carefully searched for, perused, and supported Michael Fitzgerald.

In short, President Obama initiated numerous effective measures that resulted in the nomination and confirmation of many strong, minority, LGBTQ individuals, while nearly all Democratic (and some Republican) senators helped facilitate these nominations and confirmations. Obama established practically all records for tapping distinguished persons of color. Most relevant to the issues addressed in this piece was his tenfold expansion of sitting LGBTQ jurists.

29. President Obama confirmed 136 female, 98 ethnic minority, and 10 LGBTQ jurists, and nominated many other female, ethnic minority and LGBTQ candidates whom Republicans obstructed from 2009 to 2014, and refused to consider in 2015 and 2016.
II. The Trump Administration

President Trump has yet to nominate a single LGBTQ individual for the federal judiciary, even though all but one President since George H.W. Bush's Administration have considered and confirmed LGBTQ candidates, and despite the considerably smaller number of LGBTQ attorneys who were practicing previously. During his presidential campaign, Trump vowed to recruit, nominate and seat a multitude of ideological conservatives; indeed, he has kept this promise by robustly marshaling and confirming Justice Neil Gorsuch and many other conservative circuit and district court nominees, apparently prioritizing these nominees over more diverse possibilities.

The White House Counsel, Donald McGahn, along with the President, has stressed filling appellate court openings. McGahn and Trump mainly use the list of twenty-one potential Supreme Court nominees compiled by the Federalist Society and the Heritage Foundation. Most circuit nominees are extremely conservative and highly qualified. Trump emphasizes the appellate courts, which are the courts in which ninety-nine percent of appeals are concluded. For this reason, the circuit courts have greater opportunity to develop significant policies and precedents than district courts. When filling empty trial court positions, President Trump—somewhat like his predecessors—usually defers to the recommendations of home state officials and premises nominations substantially on case management abilities. The White House has made no effort to implement rigorous actions that would promptly denominate and confirm accomplished LGBTQ candidates.

So far, Trump has appointed thirty-eight circuit and district court members, four of whom are persons of color, and tapped 123 lower court


32. Goldman, supra note 17, at 293; Tobias, supra note 23, at 2240–41; Savage, supra note 30.


prospects, eleven of whom are persons of color. In terms of quantity, his candidate numbers surpass those of other modern Presidents at analogous junctures.

Decoding exactly why Trump has a miserable LGBTQ record cannot be felicitously discerned, as the chief executive furnishes extremely limited information on the nomination and confirmation processes. However, there are substantially more practicing, estimable LGBTQ lawyers now than there have ever been. Many of these lawyers would make impressive choices and provide excellent court service, a conclusion evidenced in part by the records of the ten LGBTQ jurists confirmed during Obama’s presidency.

The primary reason for Trump’s dismal record is his administration’s demonstrated disinterest in recruiting, examining, interviewing and proposing superb LGBTQ possibilities. In sharp contrast to previous Democratic Presidents, Trump has apparently employed no initiatives that


38. See supra notes 29, 35; infra note 44. The nation currently has many U.S. Magistrate and Bankruptcy Judges and state court judges who are LGBTQ individuals.
would seek out and confirm competent LGBTQ lawyers. For example, his
White House has assigned insufficient LGBTQ people to the judicial
selection team. Trump has neither attempted to (1) press or cajole home
state politicians to search for, evaluate, interview and tender capable
LGBTQ prospects, or (2) solicit recommendations of putative nominees
from sources—including, *inter alia*, numerous LGBTQ, minority, and
women’s interest, political, and bar entities—that know of strong
candidates. The current administration has consistently prioritized the
nomination and confirmation of ideological conservatives over aspirants
with comparatively diverse backgrounds and ideologies. Finally, the
paucity of LGBTQ nominees might simply reflect the deleterious treatment
that the President has seemingly accorded the LGBTQ community.

### III. Implications

President Trump’s neglect of LGBTQ submissions when recruiting and
confirming jurists has numerous adverse impacts. The federal courts are a
locus of justice, where LGBTQ persons may encounter difficulty when
navigating the criminal and civil systems. LGBTQ individuals
concomitantly experience only minimal representation in the judiciary. This
negligible attention to improving LGBTQ judicial diversity constitutes a
real lost opportunity for expanding the justice which parties deserve and
courts supply. Increased representation enhances opinions with incisive
perspectives, ends or constricts biases which undermine justice, and
improves confidence that jurists will address litigants fairly. Enlarging the
number of LGBTQ judges is clearly essential in light of President Trump’s
activities, previously recounted, which could exclude, or even seem to
discriminate against, LGBTQ people.

Reasons for ignoring or confining diversity are not convincing today. For
instance, the ten excellent LGBTQ jurists whom Obama sent, and the
talented conservative minorities whom Trump has proffered, repudiate
arguments that forwarding skilled LGBTQ nominees will erode merit
because the pool is small or lacks individuals with the desired conservative
ideology. These astute prospects indicate that Trump does now have

---

40. *See supra* notes 5–9 and accompanying text.
41. *See supra* notes 1–4 and accompanying text.
42. *See supra* notes 5–9, 40 and accompanying text.
43. *See supra* notes 23–29, 34–35. Trump confirmed many other strong, conservative women,
such as Seventh Circuit Judge Amy Coney Barrett, Sixth Circuit Judge Joan Larsen, Tenth Circuit Judge
(confirming Amy Barrett); 163 CONG. REC. S6944 (daily ed. Nov. 1, 2017) (confirming Joan Larsen);
163 CONG. REC. S6982 (daily ed. Nov. 2, 2017) (confirming Allison Eid); 164 CONG. REC. S2688 (daily
ed. May 14 2018) (confirming Amy St. Eve); *see also* sources cited *supra* note 35.
numerous competent aspirants who can simultaneously expand merit and conservative views.\textsuperscript{44} The administration need only capitalize on this potential.

In sum, despite the many advantages inherent in enhanced minority representation—especially implicating LGBTQ persons—Trump has devoted strikingly few resources to increasing diversity vis-à-vis LGBTQ selections. Nevertheless, a significant amount of time remains in his presidency for Trump to effectuate devices that would expand LGBTQ nominees and confirmees.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INCREASING FEDERAL BENCH DIVERSITY

President Trump, the chamber, the public, and LGBTQ individuals should adopt particular constructs which enhance LGBTQ judicial representation. Because the Obama Administration’s concerted actions to confirm LGBTQ designees were the most recent, and immensely successful, endeavors, Trump’s White House should begin to canvass and implement these or similar procedures and practices.

One salient, dependable remedy would be to elevate some of the highly qualified conservative or moderate LGBTQ district judges appointed during the Obama Administration. This venerable notion warrants substantial consideration, because the court members have compiled accessible, thorough records and directly relevant expertise, and the chamber has already comprehensively investigated and dutifully confirmed the nominees.\textsuperscript{45} Consider, for example, Paul Oetken or Michael Fitzgerald, either of whom could serve as the first gay federal regional circuit jurist. Alison Nathan or Pamela Ki Mai Chen might become the first lesbian federal appellate judge.\textsuperscript{46} A related concept would be to nominate some of the twenty exceptional, conservative, and centrist, Obama district court picks, such as Inga Bernstein, who received committee approval without dissent, but then lacked floor votes.\textsuperscript{47} That mechanism would be expeditious, as re-nominees need merely win committee and chamber

\textsuperscript{44} See supra notes 29, 35. But see supra notes 34, 43 (party-line vote confirming Judge Thapar and rather close votes confirming Judges Barrett and Eid).

\textsuperscript{45} See generally Elisha Carol Savchak et al., \textit{Taking It to the Next Level: The Elevation of District Judges to the U.S. Courts of Appeals}, 50 AM. J. POL. SCI. 478 (2006); Tobias, supra note 23, at 2248.

\textsuperscript{46} There are five additional similarly situated district judge candidates whom Trump could elevate. See sources cited supra notes 1, 26, 28, 38.

ballots to achieve confirmation. Trump has duly implemented this apparatus with eleven Obama district court nominees, five of whom the Senate has confirmed, including, for example, Karen Gren Scholer.

President Trump should accord the improvement of LGBTQ representation exceptionally high priority and convey to specific individuals and entities connected with selection and members of the public the significance of approving LGBTQ jurists. Trump’s Counsel, who assumes chief responsibility for appointments, needs to carefully orchestrate the activity by clearly and proactively communicating how the supplementation of judicial diversity requires a prominence akin to conservatism. This importuning should aptly focus on White House Counsel employees, Department of Justice staff, Judiciary panel members, and legislators in states with unfilled posts.

The President’s Counsel should prescribe expansive techniques that deftly serve to augment LGBTQ jurists. For instance, White House Counsel’s Office and the other persons and groups that cooperate on appointments themselves need LGBTQ members, while all involved in the selection process must commit sufficient resources to easily discharge the task of increasing representation. Participants in the nomination process must seek out, pinpoint, evaluate, and suggest talented LGBTQ possibilities by contacting individuals, special interest groups (including, particularly, the Federalist Society), bar committees, and senators with knowledge about preeminent designees. The Counsel should prevail upon all lawmakers whose states confront vacancies to pursue, evaluate, interview and send talented, conservative, and mainstream LGBTQ prospects. His office must closely scrutinize, interview, and recommend these prospects, urging Trump to seriously contemplate naming them. The President may set an example with the picks’ concomitant nomination.

48. Tobias, supra note 33, at 18–19.
49. He can name more in the twenty district court nominees, who secured hearings and committee approval, or the thirty district nominees, who secured panel review but no hearing, yet Bernstein was the only nominee who seemed to be openly LGBTQ.
50. For their selection roles, see supra note 2.
51. See supra note 31. Lambda Legal and Log Cabin Republicans may be examples of other valuable sources for strong designees.
LGBTQ individuals who envision appointment should design careers which rigorously prepare them for positions on federal courts. The records and experiences of numerous federal court members, including Judges Fitzgerald and Nathan, comprise strong models. Lawyers ought to diligently explore and carefully strive to emulate their productive career avenues. In general, they should seek out positions in both federal and state legislative, executive, and judicial branch capacities; particularly, they should develop experience in public defender, legal services, and federal court practice.

Should President Trump marshal accomplished LGBTQ candidates, the White House, the DOJ, and both parties’ lawmakers must collaborate in order to quickly institute thorough, rigorous, and equitable confirmation processes. For instance, Trump and his advisors might request that senators powerfully support nominees, the Justice Department ought to vigorously prepare them for the confirmation procedures, and the Judiciary Committee must swiftly arrange comprehensive, fair hearings and cogent discussions and votes. When nominees capture panel approval, they merit speedily-orchestrated and robust chamber debates and ballots.

CONCLUSION

President Trump has failed to name a single LGBTQ aspirant to the federal bench, although numerous respected, qualified, and ideologically conservative LGBTQ prospects exist. Because the appointment of LGBTQ persons would improve the justice that federal courts deliver, and which litigants warrant, it is extremely important that the chief executive adopt changes to effectively recruit, select, and confirm excellent, mainstream conservative LGBTQ jurists.

53. A survey of 957 law firms/offices found that the United States has 2,664 openly LGBTQ counsel, but many more may not be accounted for due to not wanting to disclose their LGBTQ status. *LGBTQ Representation Among Lawyers in 2017*, NALP (Jan. 2018), https://www.nalp.org/0118research.